THROTTLE POSITION SENSORS

SWITCH TYPE

IDLE CONTACT

+5V

GREY

BLUE

FROM MICROTECH WIRING LOOM

POT TYPE

+5V

SIG

GREY

BROWN

FUEL PUMP RELAY

FROM BATTERY VIA FUSE

RELAY

GREEN WIRE FROM ECU

AUX AIR REGULATOR

NOTE - AUX AIR MAY ALSO BE CONNECTED TO ING ON

PLUG VIEW

TOYOTA

1 2 3

0 0 +

NISSAN

1 2 3

0 0 +

TOYOTA POT TYPE (4AG)

1 2 3 4

+ 0 0 NC GND

T.P.S. INTERFACE

MITSUBISHI TYPE

MAZDA TYPE

ORANGE - +5V
GREEN/WHITE - SIG
BLACK/RED - GND

ORANGE - +5V
GREEN/WHITE - SIG
BLACK/RED - GND

FORD TYPE

MICROTECH TYPE

GREEN - SIG
BLACK - GND

RED - +5V
GREEN - SIG
BLACK - GND

BOSCH MODULE

IGNITION HOOKUP

NOTE - MODULE MUST BE EARTHED VIA BODY OR HEAT SINK
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